
UNSSOD'S undoing BY BRADLEY FEASEY 
It is time to re-think the role of the United Nations in disarmament - this summer’s 
Special Session was a bust.
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This labrador business...
The players in the game by jocelyn coulon

What DO THE INNU WANT? BY MARIE WADDEN
The use of airspace over a large portion of the Labrador peninsula by airforces of our NATO 
allies has created a complex and impassioned dispute.

Europe-bashing in us politics BY GREGORY F. TREVERTON
A hardy perennial in US domestic politics is how little the Europeans do for their own defence.

The climate for war BY FEN OSLER HAMPSON 
A recent meeting of scientists in Toronto points to climatic change as a source of 
international tension.

io Henry trofimenko: an interview
A Soviet “Westernologist” has strong views on everything from Canadian submarines 
to the state of Kremlinology in America.
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